
TarasSystem brand is the property of: 

Using our long experience as a manufacturer in the wood industry 
we have designed an innovative solution for the construction 
of natural wood terraces, that is TarasSystem.

Your sales 
representative:

Solid Oiled Wood
Only
natural
wood
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Exotic wood joist 
factory-oiled clamp

Wooden decking 
board factory-oiled

(thermoash)

Side panelling wooden 
board factory-oiled

(thermoash)

TarasSystem  includes:

To provide a complete service we also offer high-quality oil for protection 
and regular maintenance of boards, which protects them against excessive 
fading and cracking. We recommend oiling the boards at least once a year.

Decking made from solid wood  (thermoash) with grooved anti-slip surface. 
Boards are manufactured in widths 93 mm and lengths of 800 mm, 1000 mm and 1200 mm. 
Boards are pre-coated with two layers of ecological oil with UV fi lters.

TarasSystem  is a complex solution, characterized by the highest quality materials. All wooden components 
(boards, joists, side panelling boards) are oiled twice on each side with organic oil with UV fi lters.

TarasSystem  is simple, fast and easy to install. Once the joists are attached to the base the clamps need to be 
fi tted. Then the decking boards are plugged in the clamps. Since all the wood components are pre-oiled, terrace is ready 
for use immediately after assembly.

Patented connectors  have many advantages. Thanks to their application, the spacing between the terrace boards 
are always equal, which ensures the free fl ow of water from the surface of the terrace. What’s more, the clamps  
prevent contact between the boards and joists, which extend the life of wooden components.

Through the use of system clamps , replacement of damaged boards can be quick and easy, even if they are 
in the middle of the terrace. 

The modern technology of wood processing used during the manufacturing of components gives us high quality terrace 
boards and joists, where all the elements fi t together perfectly.

TarasSystem  is a modern solution for demanding 
users. The well thought components allow for quick, 
easy and professional completion of aesthetic and 
durable wooden terrace. 

The wood  (thermoash) that is used is Ash wood undergone thermal process at 
high temperature (about 200°C). This process causes the wood turn dark brown, 
as well as gain high dimensional stability (does not warp) and high resistance to weather 
conditions. Its biodegradability is low, comparable with exotic species.

System joists of solid exotic wood, made in three thicknesses: 
18 mm – for use on balconies and terraces where there is concrete base. The system with this joist allows for holes in concrete 
with a depth of only 30 mm, ensuring that the isolation will not be damaged. In this solution the surface of the board is 54 mm 
above the concrete base. 
25 mm – for use on balconies and terraces, where there is already concrete base. This system needs holes in concrete with 
a depth of 35 mm. The surface boards are raised 61 mm above the surface of the concrete. 
50 mm – thick construction joist.

Advantages

System spacers 
– fastened into the joists – to ensure 

the free fl ow of water and improve 
ventilation of wood, extending its life.

Figure below shows the use of elements of

Solid Oiled Wood

Patented  clamps with built-in distances are made of high quality plastic, 
resistant to UV radiation and extreme temperatures common in our climate.

Side panelling boards made of   
(thermoash) with a set for their attachment.

Dowels and wood screws 
– for mounting joists and 
side panelling boards.

Ask for FSC certified products


